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Abstract The KATRIN experiment aims to determine
the effective electron neutrino mass with a sensitivity of
0.2 eV/c2 (%90 CL) by precision measurement of the shape
of the tritium β-spectrum in the endpoint region. The energy
analysis of the decay electrons is achieved by a MAC-E
filter spectrometer. A common background source in this
setup is the decay of short-lived isotopes, such as 219 Rn
and 220 Rn, in the spectrometer volume. Active and passive
countermeasures have been implemented and tested at the
KATRIN main spectrometer. One of these is the magnetic
pulse method, which employs the existing air coil system
to reduce the magnetic guiding field in the spectrometer on
a short timescale in order to remove low- and high-energy
stored electrons. Here we describe the working principle of
this method and present results from commissioning measurements at the main spectrometer. Simulations with the
particle-tracking software Kassiopeia were carried out to
gain a detailed understanding of the electron storage conditions and removal processes.

1 Introduction
The KArlsruhe TRitium Neutrino experiment KATRIN [1]
aims to determine the ‘effective mass’ of the electron neutrino (an incoherent sum over the mass eigenstates [2]) by
performing kinematic measurements of tritium β-decay. The
target sensitivity of 0.2 eV/c2 at 90% CL improves the results
of the Mainz [3] and Troitsk [4] experiments by one order of
magnitude.
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the KATRIN
experiment. Molecular tritium is injected into the windowless gaseous tritium source (WGTS [5,6]) where it undergoes
β-decay. The decay electrons emitted in the forward direction
are adiabatically guided towards the spectrometer section in a
magnetic field (191 T cm2 flux tube) that is created by superconducting magnets [7]. The tritium flow into the spectrometer section is reduced by a factor of 1014 [8] by combining a differential pumping section (DPS [9]) with a cryogenic pumping section (CPS [10,11]). A setup of MAC-E
filter1 spectrometers [12,13] analyzes the kinetic energy of
the decay electrons. By combining an electrostatic retarding
potential and a magnetic guiding field, the main spectrometer
achieves an energy resolution of approximately 1 eV at the
tritium endpoint E 0 (T2 ) = (18574.00 ± 0.07) eV [14,15].
The magnetic field at the main spectrometer is achieved by
superconducting magnets that are combined with air-cooled
electromagnetic coils (air coils) surrounding the spectrometer vessel. The high voltage of the main spectrometer is
monitored by two precision high-voltage dividers that supa e-mail:
1
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port voltages up to 35 kV and 65 kV, respectively [16,17].
The stability of the retarding potential is additionally monitored by another MAC-E filter in a parallel beamline that
measures 83m Kr conversion lines [18].
The integral β-spectrum is measured by varying the
retarding potential near the tritium endpoint and counting
transmitted electrons at the focal-plane detector (FPD [19]).
The FPD features a segmented layout with 148 pixels
arranged in a dartboard pattern. A post-acceleration electrode in front of the FPD allows to detect electrons with
energies below its energy threshold of about 7 keV. The neutrino mass is determined by fitting the convolution of the theoretical β-spectrum with the response function of the entire
apparatus to the data [20]. This takes into account parameters
such as the final states distribution of T2 decay, the energy
loss spectrum of the WGTS, and other systematic corrections
[1,21,22].
An intrinsic disadvantage of the MAC-E filter setup is a
high storage probability of high-energy electrons that are created in the spectrometer volume from, for example, nuclear
decays [23]. During their long storage times of up to several hours [24], these electrons can create low-energy secondaries via scattering processes with residual gas. The retarding potential accelerates these electrons towards the detector,
where they reach a kinetic energy close to the tritium endpoint. This background is indistinguishable from signal βelectrons, and dedicated countermeasures are needed to reach
the KATRIN sensitivity goal. In addition to passive background reduction techniques such as LN2 -cooled baffles [25],
active methods that remove stored electrons from the flux
tube volume have been implemented at the main spectrometer. The “magnetic pulse method” aims to break the storage
conditions of low- and high-energy electrons, which results
in their removal from the spectrometer volume. Because the
method interferes with the process of the β-spectrum measurement, it should be applied in a reasonably short timescale
on the order of a few seconds. This is achieved by utilizing the
existing air coil system [26] to invert the magnetic guiding
field, which forces electrons towards the vessel walls where
they are subsequently captured. The current inversion is performed by an electronic current-inverter device for air coil
currents up to 180 A that was developed at WWU Münster
and KIT [27].
In this article we discuss the technical design of the magnetic pulse system at the main spectrometer and its integration into the existing air coil setup (Sect. 2). We present
measurement results from two commissioning phases of the
KATRIN spectrometer section, where we investigated the
removal efficiency with artificially enhanced background
(using 83m Kr and 220 Rn sources) and the background reduction under nominal conditions (Sect. 3). To further investigate the effects of the magnetic pulse on stored electrons,
we discuss simulations with the particle-tracking software
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Fig. 1 The KATRIN beamline with a total length of about 70 m: (a)
rear section with calibration devices, (b) windowless gaseous tritium
source, (c) differential pumping section, (d) cryogenic pumping sec-

tion, (e) pre-spectrometer, (f) main spectrometer with air coil system,
(g) focal-plane detector. The entire beamline transmits β-decay electrons in a 191 T cm2 flux tube to the detector

Kassiopeia, which has been developed by the KATRIN collaboration [28] (Sect. 4).

eter exit). Under nominal conditions, the field strengths are
Bmin = 0.3 mT and Bmax = 6 T.
Unfortunately, the MAC-E filter also provides highly
favorable storage conditions for electrons that are created
inside the spectrometer volume. The adiabatic collimation,
which is a key feature of the energy analysis, can cause a
magnetic reflection of electrons at the spectrometer entrance
and exit. This process is known as the “magnetic bottle”
effect. It is best described in terms of the electron pitch angle
θ =  (p, B), which relates to its longitudinal and transverse
kinetic energy E  , E ⊥ :

2 Setup and design
2.1 Background from stored particles
The sensitivity of KATRIN is significantly constrained by
background processes in the spectrometer section, which
contribute to the statistical uncertainty of the determined neutrino mass [20]. Passive and active methods to reduce this
background component have been implemented at the main
spectrometer and were investigated during several commissioning measurement phases [27,29–31]. Earlier investigations have shown that a major background component arises
from α-decays of radon isotopes 219 Rn and 220 Rn inside the
spectrometer volume. Each decay can release electrons by
various processes: conversion electrons with energies up to
450 keV, shake-off electrons with energies up to 80 keV,
Auger electrons with energies up to 20 keV, and shake-up
electrons with energies up to 230 eV that are emitted due to
reorganization of atomic electrons. By these processes radon
decays typically produce high-energy primary electrons with
energies up to several hundred keV. These can in turn produce low-energy secondary electrons via scattering processes
with residual gas [32]. At the main spectrometer, the residual
gas composition is dominated by hydrogen [25].
The main advantage of the MAC-E filter is its excellent
energy resolution of ΔE ≈ 1 eV at the tritium endpoint
E 0 (T2 ), as given by the magnetic field ratio
ΔE
Bmin
.
=
E
Bmax

(1)

Here E ≈ E 0 (T2 ) is the kinetic energy of the signal electrons, Bmin is the magnetic field at the central plane of the
main spectrometer – the analyzing plane – where the energy
analysis occurs, and Bmax is the maximum magnetic field in
the beam line (at the pinch magnet located at the spectrom-

E  = E · cos2 θ,

E ⊥ = E · sin2 θ,

(2)

where E denotes the electron’s kinetic energy, p its momentum, and B is the local magnetic field. Electrons are stored
in the MAC-E filter if if E ⊥ > ΔE.
To describe the MAC-E filter one can define an adiabatic
constant that is conserved during propagation,
γμ =

γ + 1 E⊥
·
= const.,
2
|B|

(3)

where μ denotes the magnetic moment of a gyrating electron [12]. This results in a pitch angle increase when the
electron moves into a higher magnetic field. For keV electrons, the relativistic gamma factor is γ  1.04, so the nonrelativistic approximation can be applied.
Electrons change their direction of propagation if their
pitch angle reaches 90◦ . For electrons created in the spectrometer at a magnetic field B0 with a pitch angle θ0 , this
occurs if θ0 ≥ θmax with

B0
θmax = arcsin
(4)
Bmag
in adiabatic approximation, where Bmag is the magnetic field
at the spectrometer entrance or exit.2 Electrons from nuclear
2

In the KATRIN setup, the nominal magnetic field at the entrance
(4.5 T) is smaller than at the exit (Bmax = 6.0 T). Electrons from the
spectrometer therefore have a higher escape probability at the entrance.
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Fig. 2 Deformation of the flux tube by the magnetic pulse method.
Left: Under nominal conditions, the 191 T cm2 flux tube (blue field
lines) is fully contained inside the main spectrometer vessel. Right:
The flux tube is deformed when the magnetic field is reduced by the
magnetic pulse. This is achieved by inverting the currents of the LFCS

air coils (green) while keeping the superconducting solenoids (orange)
at either end of the spectrometer at nominal field. The field inversion
causes the magnetic field lines (red) to connect to the vessel walls, which
removes stored electrons from the spectrometer volume

decays follow an isotropic emission profile, and thus have
large pitch angles on average. They are stored with high efficiency by the magnetic bottle effect.
The relation in Eq. (4) only applies if the high-field
region is at ground potential (U = 0), which is the case at
the main spectrometer. Electrons originating from the spectrometer volume are accelerated by the retarding potential
(U0 ≈ − 18.6 kV) towards the grounded beamline. Secondary electrons with small initial kinetic energies that arrive
at the FPD appear in the energy interval near the tritium endpoint, together with signal electrons from tritium β-decay.
This indiscriminable background follows a non-Poissonian
distribution, which significantly enhances its impact on the
neutrino mass sensitivity. It is vital to suppress this background contribution in order to achieve the desired KATRIN
sensitivity [23].

As additional countermeasures against stored-particle
background, two active background removal methods have
been implemented at the main spectrometer. They provide
a complementary approach to remove stored electrons from
the spectrometer volume:

2.2 Background reduction methods
A major source of radon nuclei in the main spectrometer is
the array of non-evaporable getter (NEG) pumps, which are
used in combination with turbo-molecular pumps (TMPs)
to achieve ultra-high vacuum conditions down to p ≤
10−10 mbar. Small amounts of radon are also released from
welds in the vessel walls. The short half-life of 219 Rn (t1/2 =
3.96 s) and 220 Rn (t1/2 = 55.6 s) allows these nuclei to
enter and decay inside the spectrometer volume before being
pumped out by the vacuum system, which achieves a typical turn-around time of 350 s [27]. To reduce the background
that originates from radon decays, LN2 -cooled baffles are
mounted in front of the NEG pump ports as a passive countermeasure. It was found that the baffles block the majority of
radon nuclei from entering the spectrometer, establishing a
reduction of radon-induced background by about 95 % [33].

123

– Electric dipole method A dipole field is applied inside
the spectrometer volume, using the inner-electrode (IE)
system that is mounted on the inner vessel walls [34]. It is
split into half-ring segments where a voltage difference
of up to 1 kV can be applied. The resulting dipole field
E dip ≤ 100 V/m in combination with the magnetic guiding field induces an E × B drift. This method is efficient
at removing low-energy electrons [24,31].
– Magnetic pulse method The magnetic field inside the
spectrometer volume is reduced via the low-field correction system (LFCS, 14 circular air coils) or the earth magnetic field compensation system (EMCS, 2 wire loops)
that enclose the spectrometer vessel [26]. By inverting the
electric current in the air coils it is possible to reduce the
magnetic guiding field in the spectrometer central section
on short time scales of about 1 s. The effects on stored
electrons are discussed below. This method efficiently
removes high- and low-energy electrons.
Figure 2 illustrates the deformation of the flux tube by the
magnetic pulse method. Under nominal conditions, the magnetic flux tube is fully contained inside the spectrometer vessel (left panel). Reducing or inverting the magnetic guiding
field deforms the flux tube (right panel). The field reduction
by the magnetic pulse causes the following three effects that
can lead to the removal of stored electrons from the spectrometer:

Eur. Phys. J. C (2018) 78:778
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Fig. 3 Effects of the magnetic pulse on stored electrons. The magnetic
field decreases towards the right in both plots; the dashed vertical lines
mark the nominal field in the analyzing plane (Bmin = 0.3 mT). Left: the
flux tube widens when the magnetic field decreases according to Eq. (5).
In this plot the magnetic flux corresponds to a flux tube cross-section
with radius rflux in the spectrometer center (indicated by color), and the
solid line indicates the maximal vessel radius rmax = 4.9 m. Electrons
stored in a flux tube region with rflux > rmax are removed, and electrons

stored at smaller radii require a larger field reduction to be removed.
The dashed horizontal line marks the conserved flux of 191 T cm2 under
nominal conditions. Right: the cyclotron radius Eq. (6) increases when
the magnetic field is reduced. The solid line again corresponds to the
vessel radius and indicates the removal threshold. This effect depends
on the transverse kinetic energy of the electrons. A stronger magnetic
field reduction is necessary to remove low-energy electrons via this
process

1. Flux tube size The magnetic flux of Φ = 191 T cm2 is
conserved over the entire beam line of the experiment,

2. Cyclotron motion An electron moving in a magnetic guiding field undergoes a cyclotron motion (gyration) around
a magnetic field line. The cyclotron radius rc is defined
in approximation as


Φ=

2
= const.,
B dA ≈ B · πrflux

(5)
rc =

2 is the cross-section of the flux tube with
where A = πrflux
radius rflux at a given magnetic field B. The approximation assumes that the magnetic field is homogeneous over
the entire cross-section. The flux tube is contained inside
the spectrometer under nominal conditions (rflux ≤ rmax
at B = Bmin , where rmax = 4.9 m is the radius of the
spectrometer vessel in the analyzing plane). A decrease
in the magnetic field results in a widening of the flux
tube, so that the outer magnetic field lines connect to the
vessel walls. This removes electrons that are stored in
the outer regions of the flux tube at high radii; electrons
stored at smaller radii require a larger field reduction.
Hence, this effect features a radial dependency, and the
overall removal efficiency increases as the magnetic field
is reduced (left panel of Fig. 3).
This process is very efficient for the removal of stored
electrons, and is in fact the dominant effect of the magnetic pulse method. However, the removal efficiency is
limited because (even for a fully inverted field, Bmin <
0) electrons can be magnetically reflected according to
Eq. (4) before they reach the vessel walls. Hence, a fraction of stored electrons at small radii typically remain
inside the flux tube. This limitation was investigated by
particle-tracking simulations and is further discussed in
Sect. 4.

p⊥
,
|q| |B|

(6)

where p⊥ and q are the transverse momentum and the
charge of the electron, and |B| is the magnitude of the
local magnetic field. The transverse momentum
depends

on the electron’s kinetic energy ( p⊥ ≈ 2m E ⊥ ). The
cyclotron radius increases when the magnetic field is
reduced, so that electrons are removed if rc  rmax .
This effect depends on kinetic energy (and also pitch
angle) of the electron and is more efficient for highenergy electrons (right panel of Fig. 3). It has a radial
dependence since electrons stored at higher radii are
closer to the vessel walls, hence a smaller field reduction is needed to remove these electrons.
3. Induced radial drift According to the third Maxwell
equation, ∇ × Eind = − Ḃ, a magnetic field change Ḃ
induces an electric field Eind . At the main spectrometer
the induced electric field is mainly oriented in azimuthal
direction, |Eind | ≈ E φ , since B ≈ (0, 0, Bz ) in the spectrometer central region:
r
E ind ≈ E φ = − · Ḃz ,
2

(7)


where r = x 2 + y 2 denotes the radial position of an
electron in the magnetic field and corresponds to its dis-
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tance from the spectrometer symmetry axis. The combination of the induced electric and the magnetic guiding
field causes a drift of electrons in the spectrometer,
vdrift =

Eind × B
B2

(8)

in adiabatic approximation. It is mainly oriented in the
radial direction due to the combination of axial magnetic
field and azimuthal electric field from Eq. (7):
vdrift ≈

E φ · Bz
r Ḃz
=− ·
.
2
Bz
2 Bz

(9)

The drift is directed outwards in a reducing magnetic
field (during the magnetic pulse) and directed inwards in
an increasing magnetic field (after the magnetic pulse,
when the field returns to nominal). Hence, electrons
move towards the vessel walls while a magnetic pulse
is applied, which contributes to the overall removal efficiency.
This removal process is independent of the electron
energy, but is more efficient for electrons stored on outer
field lines at larger radii. The drift speed is highly timedependent because of the exponential behavior of B(t)
(Sect. 4.1) and maximal only for a short time where
|B| → 0 during field inversion. In comparison with the
other two discussed effects, the induced drift only plays
a minor role in the removal of stored electrons.
2.3 The magnetic pulse system
To apply a fast magnetic field change at the main spectrometer, the magnetic pulse method utilizes the existing air coil
system. The air coil system was implemented to allow finetuning of the spectrometer’s transmission properties by varying individual air coil currents [35]. The LFCS permits one to
vary the nominal magnetic field Bmin in the analyzing plane
in a range of 0–2 mT. The air coils are operated at currents
of up to 175 A, which are generated by individual power
supplies.
To implement the magnetic pulse method, the air coil system was extended to allow a fast inversion of the magnetic
guiding field [27]. This is achieved by inverting the current direction in the air coils, employing dedicated currentinverter units (“flip-boxes”) for each air coil that allow a fast
switching of the coil current direction without changing the
absolute current. A detailed description of the system has
been published in [26]. The independent units are installed
between each air coil and its corresponding power supply, and
have been integrated with the air coil slow-control system for
remote operation. The precise timestamps of the trigger signals to each individual flip-box are fed into the DAQ system

123

and stored with the measurement data. The timing information is thus readily available for subsequent data analysis.

3 Measurements
The magnetic pulse method that we present here has been
tested successfully in two commissioning phases of the
KATRIN spectrometer section. The measurements in phase I
were performed in 2013 with a single flip-box prototype. This
allowed us to perform functionality tests and to investigate the
magnetic field reduction in a preliminary setup. A radioactive
83m Kr source was mounted at the spectrometer to artificially
increase the background rate for these measurements. In the
phase II, carried out in 2014/2015, the complete magnetic
pulse system with all air coils equipped with flip-boxes was
available. Here we further investigated the removal efficiency
of the magnetic pulse with a 220 Rn source at the spectrometer.
We also examined the reduction of the nominal spectrometer background and performed measurements in combination with an electron source (see [36] for a description of the
device), where we investigated the magnetic pulse timing
inside the spectrometer vessel with an electron beam [27].
3.1 Magnetic fields at the spectrometer
A magnetic field measurement was performed with a fast
fluxgate sensor (Bartington Instruments Mag-03 three-axis
sensor, 1 ms sampling interval) during preparation for the
phase II measurements. The intention was to verify the functionality of the magnetic pulse system and to determine the
time constant of the magnetic field inversion. The sensor
was mounted on the outer wall of the spectrometer vessel
(r ≈ rmax = 4.9 m) close to the analyzing plane; details are
given in [26]. Under nominal conditions, the magnetic field at
the sensor position was B0 = 0.36 mT. To apply a magnetic
pulse, the LFCS air coils L1–L13 were inverted simultaneously by the flip-box units.3 The measurement shows that
the magnetic field change can be described by a model that
is the sum of two exponential decay curves with a fast time
constant τfast = (29.6 ± 0.01) ms and a slow time constant
τslow = (419.8 ± 0.04) ms. This model is also employed in
the particle-tracking simulations and discussed in Sect. 4.1.
The direct field measurement shows that on the outside
of the spectrometer, magnetic field inversion (B ≈ 0) is
achieved within < 100 ms after initiating the magnetic pulse.
After a relaxation time of about 1 s, the magnetic field reaches
B < − 0.29 mT and remains at the inverted level, until the
magnetic pulse ends and the field goes back to its nominal
3

The air coil L14, which is closest to the detector, is already inverted
under nominal conditions to compensate the strong magnetic field of
the pinch magnet.
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strength. The total pulse amplitude of 0.65 mT at the sensor
position is limited by the stray field of the super-conducting
solenoids at the spectrometer and by the maximum air coil
currents. Because a significant reduction of the magnetic field
is required to remove stored electrons, the typical timescale
of the magnetic pulse is 500–1000 ms. Hence, the effective behavior of the magnetic field for t > 100 ms is fully
described by the slow time constant. It is expected that the
magnetic field inside the spectrometer, which cannot be measured directly, shows a very similar behavior with larger time
constants due to additional effects such as eddy currents in
the vessel hull. This is discussed in Sect. 3.5.
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Table 1 Region of interest (ROI) for low-energy secondary electrons
and high-energy primary electrons from 83m Kr decays, applied as an
energy selection [E min ; E max ] to the detector data. The L2,3 −32 lines
are combined into one ROI
Secondary e−
L1 −9.4

E 0 / keV
0
7.48

E det / keV
28.72

E min / keV
25.72

E max / keV
30.72

36.20

33.20

38.20

K−32

17.82

46.54

43.54

48.54

L2 −32

30.42

59.14

56.14

61.19

L3 −32

30.47

59.19

3.2 Phase I: measurements with a radioactive 83m Kr source
In the first commissioning phase of the main spectrometer,
the removal efficiency of the magnetic pulse was investigated by attaching a 83 Rb emanator [37] at one of the pump
ports to increase the background artificially. The emanator produces radioactive 83m Kr nuclei (t1/2 = 1.8 h) that
propagate into the spectrometer volume. The subsequent
nuclear decays produce stored-electron background that is
similar to the background expected from radon decays: highenergy primary electrons are produced as conversion electrons predominantly by four lines: E L1 −9.4 = 7.48 keV,
E K−32 = 17.82 keV, E L2 −32 = 30.42 keV, and E L3 −32 =
30.47 keV [38]
Scattering processes with residual gas create additional
low-energy secondary electrons that become stored inside
the spectrometer due to the magnetic bottle effect (Sect. 2).
A low fraction of electrons leave the spectrometer towards
the detector system where they are observed (see Sect. 4.2).
Their energy spectrum at the detector is shifted by the retarding potential (Uana = − 18.6 kV), the post-acceleration
voltage (UPAE = 10 kV), and the detector bias voltage
(UFPD = 120 V); this yields an energy shift of q(Uana −
UPAE − UFPD ) = 28.72 keV. Hence, secondary electrons
with E ≈ 0 eV are observed at a peak energy of 28.72 keV,
and the same shift applies to high-energy 83m Kr primary electrons. The energy region of interest (ROI) is then defined as
the range [− 3; 2] keV around the peak position. Table 1
lists the ROI applied in this analysis as an energy selection
for primary and secondary electrons.
For these measurements only one flip-box prototype was
available. The removal efficiency of the magnetic pulse is
limited since only one LFCS air coil (L8) could be inverted
with this setup. The measurement allowed us to study the
effect on stored electrons in different energy regimes. It is
especially interesting to compare the removal of low- and
high-energy electrons. When examining the background rate
observed at the detector, one must consider that a rate reduction does not necessarily imply a removal of electrons from
the spectrometer volume, since only the non-stored electrons

Fig. 4 Removal of stored electrons originating from a 83m Kr source by
the magnetic pulse. The pulse was applied by inverting LFCS air coil L8
for 1s with the flip-box prototype. Top: the energy spectrum shows lines
of high-energy primary electrons from 83m Kr decay (E L1−9.4 , E K−32 ,
E L2,3−32 ) and low-energy secondary electrons (E ≈ 0 eV). Bottom:
the observed rate in both energy regimes – low-energy (red) and highenergy (blue) – is reduced by applications of the magnetic pulse. The
rate increases after each pulse from continuous 83m Kr decays in the
spectrometer. The “rate spikes” are a result of the flux tube deformation

that escape to the detector can be observed. A reduction in
background rate could also be explained by modified storage conditions while the magnetic field is reduced. Hence,
the actual amount of removed electrons must be determined
by comparing the observed rate before and after a magnetic
pulse when the magnetic field is undisturbed. Because the
electromagnetic conditions are the same in these cases, the
electron rates can be compared directly and an observed rate
reduction can be safely attributed to the removal of stored
electrons from the flux tube.
The top panel of Fig. 4 shows the observed energy spectrum over time while several magnetic pulses are applied
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Table 2 Electron removal by the magnetic pulse with a 83m Kr source.
The table shows the observed electron rate in the low-energy regime
before and after a magnetic pulse, and the time t of each pulse after
start of the measurement. The removal efficiency R in each pulse cycle
was computed via Eq. (10)
t /s

Observed energy spectrum from a 83m Kr source before and after

Fig. 5
removing electrons. The spectrum at t = 56 s corresponds to nominal
conditions before any application of magnetic pulses. This is compared
to the spectrum at t = 376 s after applying several magnetic pulses in
one cycle (indicated by vertical lines in the bottom plot of Fig. 4). The
figure also indicates the low- and high-energy ROIs used in the analysis

(one pulse of length 1 s every ∼ 60 s). The spectrum shows
distinct lines of low-energy secondary and high-energy primary electrons from 83m Kr decay. The bottom panel shows
the total electron rate in the low-energy ROI and in the combined high-energy ROI of the 83m Kr conversion lines (see
Table 1). The energy spectra at the beginning of the measurement (here t = 56 s) and after the last magnetic pulse in
the cycle (here t = 376 s) are compared in Fig. 5. The figure
also indicates the ROIs used in the analysis.
In this setting, the average background rate before the
application of magnetic pulses is Ṅ0 = (2.43 ± 0.05) cps in
the low-energy regime and Ṅ0 = (0.11 ± 0.01) cps in the
high-energy regime. Each application of the magnetic pulse
results in a rate reduction due to the removal of stored electrons; this is especially visible at low energies. Continuous
nuclear decays in the spectrometer then result in a gradual rate
increase after each pulse. Additionally, a pronounced “rate
spike” is observed during a pulse, which is caused by the flux
tube deformation that allows electrons from the vessel walls
to reach the detector directly.4 The rate spikes are therefore
a useful indicator of the functionality of the magnetic pulse
system.
The difference in the observed rate before ( Ṅ0 ) and after
the pulse ( Ṅmin ) allows the determination of the removal
efficiency, defined here as the ratio
R=

Ṅ0 − Ṅmin
.
Ṅ0

(10)

The rates are determined by averaging the observed rate over
5 s before and after each application of the magnetic pulse;
results are shown in Table 2 for the low-energy regime. The
4 These electrons, arising from mechanisms such as cosmic muons
hitting the vessel walls, are blocked from entering the inner spectrometer
volume by the magnetic guiding field under nominal conditions.
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Ṅ0 / cps

Ṅmin / cps

R

60

2.47 ± 0.04

1.52 ± 0.04

0.38 ± 0.02

123

1.37 ± 0.02

1.02 ± 0.02

0.25 ± 0.02

186

1.22 ± 0.02

0.87 ± 0.02

0.29 ± 0.02

249

1.13 ± 0.02

0.81 ± 0.03

0.28 ± 0.03

311

1.12 ± 0.02

0.79 ± 0.02

0.30 ± 0.03

374

1.07 ± 0.04

0.76 ± 0.02

0.29 ± 0.03

repetition interval of 60 s is shorter than the relaxation time
required to reach the nominal rate Ṅ0 after each magnetic
pulse, and the absolute number of stored electrons decreases
in subsequent pulse cycles as shown in Fig. 4. After three
pulse cycles the observed rate follows a repetitive pattern,
implying that the maximal amount of electrons has been
removed at this point and no further reduction is achieved.
This measurement proves that the magnetic pulse method
removes stored electrons from the spectrometer volume and
reduces the observed background from nuclear decays in the
main spectrometer.
3.3 Phase II: measurements with a radioactive 220 Rn source
In the second commissioning phase of the spectrometer section the complete magnetic pulse system with flip-boxes was
available to pulse all LFCS and EMCS air coils independently. With this setup, the removal efficiency was again
investigated with an artificially enhanced background; a
220 Rn-emitting source (t
1/2 = 55.6 s) was attached to one
of the spectrometer pump ports. The LN2 -cooled baffles at
the pump ports are designed to prevent radon atoms from
entering the spectrometer [33]; to achieve an increased background level in this setup the baffles were warmed up to
about 105 K to lower their blocking efficiency. The radon
nuclei then decay in the spectrometer and produce lowenergy stored electrons. The observed rate reduction allows
an investigation of the removal efficiency of the magnetic
pulse under realistic conditions.
A long-term measurement with the 220 Rn-emitter and
warm baffles was performed at the Bmin = 0.38 mT field
setting. The observed electron rate under nominal conditions
(without magnetic pulses) is (4.01 ± 0.05) cps in this setting. Magnetic pulses with 1 s pulse length were applied
every 25 s, inverting LFCS air coils L1–L13 simultaneously
to produce a maximal field inversion. Figure 6 shows the
averaged electron rate of this long-term measurement with a
total of 73 pulse cycles, using the ROI for low-energy sec-
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Fig. 6 Removal of stored electrons originating from a 220 Rn source by
the magnetic pulse. The pulse was applied every 25 s by inverting LFCS
coils L1–L13 for 1 s at a nominal magnetic field Bmin = 0.38 mT. The
plot shows the averaged electron rate from n = 73 pulse cycles, which
were aligned using the timing information from the reference signal. The
electron rate between the pulse cycles is fit by an exponential model
to determine the removal efficiency via Eq. (10). The rate increases
gradually during the relaxation period as the number of stored electrons
increases from ongoing radon decays

ondary electrons from Table 1. The start time of each pulse
cycle is known with high accuracy from the reference trigger signal; therefore it is possible to align individual pulse
cycles so that a summation can be performed to reduce the
statistical uncertainty. The figure shows the average rate of
the combined 0.5
√ s bins. Note that the error bars (Poisson
statistics, σ = N ) do not take the correlation of the radoninduced background events into account; for details see [30].
The larger fluctuations of the radon-induced electron rate
give rise to the rather high χ 2 /ndf value of the fit.
During the relaxation period after the magnetic pulse,
an exponential rate increase is observed due to continuous nuclear decays in the spectrometer volume. This measurement was performed with an unbaked main spectrometer at a vacuum pressure of O(5 × 10−10 mbar). Although
there is a pressure dependency of the background for p 
10−9 mbar [30], in this measurement the observed electron
rate is dominated by continuous radon decays originating
from the radioactive source. Hence, the “relaxation time”
after a magnetic pulse is much shorter than under nominal
conditions.
By fitting the measurement data with a function f (t) =
a · exp(−t/λ) + b, we can determine the minimal electron rate Ṅmin at t = 0 (right after a magnetic pulse was
applied) and the nominal background rate Ṅ0 for t → ∞.
The fit result shows that the rate is reduced from an enhanced
background rate of Ṅ0 = (3.74 ± 0.22) cps to Ṅmin =
(1.33 ± 0.29) cps. The nominal rate of (3.74 ± 0.22) cps
from the fit is consistent with the direct rate estimate of
(4.01 ± 0.5) cps (see above). This yields a removal efficiency
R = 0.64 ± 0.08 as calculated via Eq. (10). The achieved
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background rate and the removal efficiency depend on the
static magnetic field settings, which affect the electron storage conditions [24]. A detailed investigation of the radial
dependency of the removal efficiency is not possible with
the available measurement data due to limited statistics.
The measurement results agree with the investigation discussed earlier, which used a 83m Kr source (Sect. 3.2). It confirms the reduction of radon-induced background by the magnetic pulse under realistic conditions. The difference between
the removal efficiency of R ≈ 0.6 determined here and the
result from the 83m Kr measurement, which yielded about
half this value, can be attributed to the different setup. The
earlier measurement used only one flip-box instead of the
fully-equipped LFCS, and also applied a different magnetic
field setting.
3.4 Phase II: measurements at natural background level
The measurements with artificially increased background
clearly show that the magnetic pulse method can reduce the
background caused by nuclear decays inside the spectrometer
volume. Therefore we can now determine the removal efficiency without an artificial background source. It is known
that the LN2 -cooled baffles in front of the pump ports efficiently block radon from the spectrometer. Hence only a
small amount of radon-induced background that can be targeted by active methods is expected.
Figure 7 shows the averaged electron rate in a longterm measurement using LN2 -cooled baffles with 1544 pulse
cycles over several hours, again using the secondary electron ROI from Table 1. In this case, a vacuum pressure of
O(10−10 mbar) was achieved with a baked spectrometer and

Fig. 7 Effect of the magnetic pulse on the remaining background without artificial sources. The pulse was applied every 35 s by inverting
LFCS coils L1–L13 for 1 s at a nominal magnetic field Bmin = 0.38 mT.
The plot shows the averaged electron rate from n = 1544 pulse cycles
aligned by the reference signal. The electron rate between the pulse
cycles is fit by a linear model. In contrast to Fig. 6 no background
reduction is observed, although the visible “pulse spike” indicates that
magnetic pulses are applied
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activated getter pumps, which is consistent with nominal
pressure conditions [30]. The pulses were applied with the
same settings as in Sect. 3.3 at Bmin = 0.38 mT. The “rate
spike” that was observed in other measurements is clearly visible, indicating that the magnetic pulse works as expected.
However, no rate reduction is observed and the measured
electron rate is constant at Ṅ0 = (0.514 ± 0.003) cps over
the pulse cycle.
Because it was shown earlier that the magnetic pulse
method removes stored electrons from the spectrometer volume, this result indicates that the remaining background is not
caused by stored electrons that are typical of nuclear decays.
This confirms the efficiency of the LN2 -baffles at blocking
radon from the spectrometer volume [30]. Furthermore, this
observation strongly indicates that electrons from the remaining background are presumably not stored (i. e. electrons with
E ⊥ < ΔE, see Sect. 2.1). The observation of a background
level > 0.01 cps that cannot be reduced by the implemented
passive and active methods provides further evidence of a
novel background process at the main spectrometer. This is
in excellent agreement with investigations using the electric
dipole method for background removal [31]. The background
process would act on neutral particles that propagate from the
vessel walls into the flux tube volume; a description is given
in [39].
3.5 Phase II: measurements with an electron beam
A photo-electron source [36] was installed at the main spectrometer entrance during commissioning measurements to
investigate the transmission properties of the MAC-E filter [27,40]. The source produces a pulsed electron beam via
the photo-electric effect, using an ultra-violet (UV) laser with
a pulse frequency of 100 kHz as a light source. The emitted
electrons have kinetic energies of up to ∼ 18.6 keV and act
as probes for the electromagnetic fields in the spectrometer. Observing the disappearance of the electron beam at the
detector allows the precise investigation of the timing characteristics of the magnetic field inversion. When the magnetic field is inverted, the electrons are magnetically guided
towards the vessel walls as per Eq. (5), instead of reaching
the detector (see Fig. 2). At the detector this is observed as
a sharp drop in the electron rate; in our analysis we used
1 ms binning for the rate investigation. The time it takes for
an electron at typical energies to travel through the spectrometer volume is short (a few µs) and can be neglected
here.
Table 3 shows the pulse timing as measured with the
electron beam for three positions on the pixelated detector wafer. The three pixels correspond to different radial
positions in the spectrometer, allowing the investigation of
radial dependencies. Again the air coils were operated at
the Bmin = 0.38 mT setting. The main spectrometer volt-
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Table 3 Timing of the magnetic pulse with a pulse length of 2 s for
the three investigated detector pixels. The table lists the the beam dis/reappearance times tdis , tre during a pulse cycle and the corresponding
field line radius in the analyzing plane rana according to simulations. The
required magnetic field Bdis to observe the electron beam disappearance
was estimated from Eq. (11)
Pixel #

tdis (ms)

tre (ms)

rana (m)

Bdis (µT)

2

409 ± 1

2275 ± 1

0.22

0.8

52

308 ± 1

2371 ± 1

2.56

104.0

100

251 ± 1

2455 ± 1

3.45

188.3

age was reduced to U0 = − 6.4 kV in this measurement and
the electron source operated at 150 eV surplus energy (initial
electron energy ≈ 6.55 keV). In this setting, the flight time
of the electrons is very short (≤ 1 µs) so that electrostatic
retardation in the MAC-E filter does not play a role. Due to
constraints of the available measurement time, this investigation was limited to only three detector pixels. At higher
radii (pixels #52 and #100), the electron beam disappears
earlier and reappears later than for the central position (pixel
#2). This is expected due to the smaller distance between
electron trajectory and vessel wall at higher radii. In order to
force the electron beam against the vessel walls, the magnetic
field must be reduced sufficiently to shift the corresponding
field line to a radius ≥ rmax . The magnetic field Bdis where
the electron beam disappears at the FPD can be estimated
from Eq. (5),
Bdis ≈

2
Φ(rana )
rana
≈
B
·
.
min
2
2
πrmax
rmax

(11)

Here rana is the radial position of a field line in the analyzing
plane at magnetic field Bmin , and Φ(rana ) ≤ 191 T cm2 is the
enclosed magnetic flux in the analyzing plane (see Fig. 3).
The corresponding values are given in Table 3. As expected,
electrons on central field lines require a considerably stronger
field reduction to be removed, and beam disappearance is
observed at a later time. The disappearance times are consistent with the timing characteristics determined in Sect. 3.1
(τ = O(500 ms)). A comparison of the timing characteristics to simulation results is given in Sect. 4.4.

4 Simulations
Particle-tracking simulations can provide insight to the electron storage conditions and the removal processes of the magnetic pulse. For this we employed the simulation software
Kassiopeia that has been developed over recent years by
members of the KATRIN collaboration [28].
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ing to Eq. (7) it is defined by the derivative of the scaling
factor,
r
r
E φ (r, t) = − · Ḃz (r, t) = − · f (t) · B0,z (r),
2
  2
 
1
1
−t
−t
−
,
· exp
f (t) = − · exp
τ1
τ1
τ2
τ2

Fig. 8 Simulated magnetic field during a magnetic pulse. The plot
shows the value of Bz (r, t) from Eq. (12) in the analyzing plane (z = 0)
for different radii r . The dashed vertical lines indicate the minimal and
maximal time tˆmin,max when the field reaches zero. Due to the radial
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field, this time is shorter for higher radii
and minimal at the vessel radius rmax = 4.9 m

4.1 Implementation
The magnetic pulse was implemented in Kassiopeia as a new
field computation module, which applies a time-dependent
scaling factor f (t) to a constant magnetic source field B0 (r ).
The total magnetic field is given by the sum of the static
contribution by the spectrometer solenoids and un-pulsed air
coils (LFCS coil L14), and of the dynamic contribution by
the pulsed air coils (LFCS coils L1–L13).
The simulations presented here use a double-exponential
time-dependency that matches field measurements at the
spectrometer (Sect. 3.1):
B(r, t) = f (t) · B0 (r) + Bstatic (r),
 
 
−t
−t
+ exp
− 1,
f (t) = exp
τ1
τ2

(12)
(13)

where τ1 = 30 ms and τ2 = 420 ms are the time constants
used in the simulation, B0 (r) is the source field, and Bstatic (r)
the static (unmodified) field at the electron’s position r. Figure 8 illustrates the time-dependence of the simulated magnetic field. The long-term behavior of the magnetic field
change is the relevant timescale for electron removal, therefore the outcome of the simulation is not strongly dependent
on accurate field modeling on short timescales.5
The induced electric field that results from the magnetic
field change must be taken into account as well. The dominating azimuthal field component E φ is superimposed on the
overall electric field by an additional field module. AccordFor t < 100 ms the time constant cannot be determined exactly.
Deviations from the exponential behavior in Eq. (12) are attributed to
the mutual inductance of the individual air coils and eddy currents in
the spectrometer vessel walls. See [26] for details.

5

(14)
(15)

using the same variables as before and with r the radial position of the electron in the spectrometer.
For the Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations we employed a
quasi-static approach to reduce the computation time. For
each time-step in an interval tS = [0; 1] s with 10 ms step
size, a MC simulation is carried out with a fixed magnetic
field B(r, t = tS ). The first step at tS = 0 corresponds to
nominal magnetic field at the start of a magnetic pulse cycle,
and subsequent time-steps allow an investigation of the storage conditions over time. This approach is justified since the
particle-tracking times in the simulation are short ( 1 ms)
compared with the magnetic field change (τ > 100 ms), so
that the magnetic field can be assumed constant at each step.
Because the electron storage conditions are mainly defined
by the magnetic field, the simulations used a simplified setup
for the electrode geometry which only included the spectrometer vessel at U = − 18.4 kV.
4.2 Electron storage conditions
The measurements at the main spectrometer (Sect. 3.3)
showed a reduction of the stored-electron induced background with a removal efficiency of R ≈ 0.6, which indicates
that stored electrons are not entirely removed by the magnetic
pulse. Simulations are used to investigate the removal efficiency in detail. The reduced magnetic field affects stored
electrons due to several processes that were explained in
Sect. 2.2. The fraction of stored electrons that can be removed
is determined from MC simulations, where a large population of electrons is generated in the spectrometer volume at
starting time t0 = tS with random initial energy E 0 (uniform distribution) and pitch angle θ0 (isotropic distribution).
The initial energy distribution was split up into a low-energy
regime with E 0 = [0.1; 10] eV and a high-energy regime
with E 0 = [10; 1000] eV. A more detailed investigation
that also covers the energy regime up to 100 keV is available
in [27].
In the simulation, these electrons were tracked until one
of three termination conditions was met:
– The electron exits through the spectrometer entrance
or exit (axial position |z| ≥ ±12.2 m). This electron
escapes from the storage volume in direction of the
source or detector.
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Fig. 9 Simulated electron storage conditions in different energy
regimes during a magnetic pulse cycle. The plots show the fraction of
removed, stored, and escaping electrons (solid lines) from a total amount
of 25000 electrons created randomly inside the nominal flux tube volume. Left: conditions for low-energy electrons 0.1 eV ≤ E start ≤
10 eV. Right: conditions for high-energy electrons 10 eV ≤ E start ≤

1 keV. In both cases, about one half of the escaping electrons reach the
detector (dashed lines at the bottom); these electrons are observable in
measurements. The magnetic pulse generally achieves a transfer from
stored to removed electrons, and removes a maximum amount of electrons at tS ≈ 0.16 s in both energy regimes

– The electron hits the inner surface of the spectrometer
vessel (radial position r ≥ rmax (z), where rmax (z) ≤
4.9 m is the spectrometer vessel radius at axial position
z) and is considered to be removed from the spectrometer. At nominal magnetic field, the flux tube is fully
contained inside the spectrometer, therefore this effect
is only observed when the magnetic field is sufficiently
reduced.
– The electron is reflected twice inside the spectrometer volume. A reflection is indicated by the condition
(B · p) (B · p ) < 0, which is equivalent to a change
of direction along the electron trajectory. B indicates the
magnetic field and p the electron momentum; the dashed
symbols denote the values from the previous step in the
simulation. In this case the electron is considered to be
stored since it does not escape the spectrometer volume.
Note that electrons could also be removed from the flux
tube by non-adiabatic propagation, which results in a
“chaotic” trajectory and increases the electron’s chance
to hit the vessel walls. However, in the energy range
and magnetic field setting considered here (E < 1 keV,
Bmin ≈ 0.3 mT) these effects do not play a significant
role.

defined by Eq. (10). These observations are performed only at
nominal magnetic field conditions (outside a magnetic pulse
cycle), which corresponds to the time tS = 0 in the simulations.
Figure 9 shows the fraction of escaping, removed, and
stored electrons. Under nominal conditions, the majority
of electrons are stored in both energy regimes; the storage
probability is 0.80 for low-energy and 0.95 for high-energy
electrons. The remaining electrons escape from the spectrometer, with about half of these electrons arriving at the
detector while the other half propagates in direction of the
source. At tS = 0.16 s, the amount of removed electrons
reaches a maximum of 0.68 (low-energy regime) and 0.84
(high-energy regime). At the same time, the storage probability reaches a minimum of 0.18 (low-energy) and 0.13
(high-energy regime). The time corresponds to a maximum
reduction of the absolute magnetic field in the outer region
of the central spectrometer section (Fig. 8), which explains
why this effect is observed independently of the electron
energy.

Using the approach discussed in Sect. 4.1, varying the
time tS allows the examination of the storage probability and
the removal efficiency over a complete pulse cycle. A total
of N = 25,000 electrons were started in each 10 ms bin of
the starting time t0 = tS = [0; 1] s in the simulation.
In the measurements discussed in Sect. 3 the removal
efficiency was determined by comparing the observed electron rates before and after a magnetic pulse was applied, as
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4.3 Spatial electron density
A deeper understanding of the magnetic pulse can be gained
by examining the electron density in the spectrometer during a pulse cycle. The electron density can be computed
directly from the simulation results discussed in Sect. 4.2.
Here the density is determined by filling each step i of a simulated electron trajectory into an (r, z)-histogram with bin
size Δr = 0.1 m and Δz = 0.2 m. Each step is weighted
by the time Δti the electron spends in one bin, which corresponds to a cylindrical shell in the spectrometer volume. The
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Fig. 10 Simulated electron density in the flux tube during a magnetic
pulse. The plots show the density rotated around the spectrometer axis
(axial symmetry). The black outline indicates the spectrometer walls
with rmax = 4.9 m. The electron density was determined by filling each
step of the simulated electron trajectories into a two-dimensional (r, z)histogram and weighting by Eq. (16). Left: the normalized density of
low-energy electrons with E 0 = [0.1; 10] eV at nominal conditions

(tS = 0 s) is almost homogeneous in the flux tube volume. Right: at
inverted magnetic field (tS = 0.5 s), the flux tube is strongly deformed
and electrons are removed from the nominal flux tube, resulting in
regions with reduced density. A region around the spectrometer center (|z|  5 m) remains where electrons are stored despite the inverted
field

weight wi is then normalized to the bin volume to compare
the density at different radii:

|B| increases while more field lines connect to the vessel
walls. It now becomes possible for electrons to be magnetically reflected while propagating along a field line, which
prevents them from being removed at the vessel walls. From
the simulation data one can easily determine the volume in
which electrons become trapped (see definition in Sect. 4.2).
It follows that the storage region is confined to |z|  5 m
in the examined setting; its extent features a considerable
radial dependency as visualized in the right panel of Fig. 10.
Because magnetic reflection results from a transformation of
the pitch angle θ in an inhomogeneous magnetic field according to Eq. (3), this affects mainly electrons with large initial
pitch angles. Unfortunately, these are the electrons that are
stored most efficiently under nominal conditions for the same
reason.
With the current setup of the magnetic pulse system that
is based on inverting air coil currents, it is impossible to
circumvent the magnetic bottle effect that arises during a
magnetic pulse cycle. The remaining electrons stored in the
central spectrometer volume therefore cannot be removed
by the magnetic pulse alone, and the total removal efficiency
of this method is limited. This agrees with measurements
that indicated a strong, but less-than-maximal background
reduction by the magnetic pulse method (Sect. 3.3), and the
corresponding simulations (Sect. 4.2).

wi (r, z) =

Δti (r, z)


.
π (r + Δr )2 − r 2 · Δz

(16)

The denominator corresponds to the volume of a bin with
dimension (Δr, Δz), and the numerator is the time spent in
the bin (r, z). The time must be considered here to correctly
take electrons with different kinetic energies into account.
The simulations thus allow the investigation of the spatial
distribution of the electron storage conditions in the spectrometer volume and their time-dependency.
Figure 10 shows two electron density maps that correspond to the conditions at tS = 0 (nominal magnetic field,
Bmin = 0.38 mT) and tS = 0.5 s (inverted magnetic field;
see Fig. 8). The density maps are shown here only for the
low-energy regime with E 0 = [0.1; 10] eV; high-energy
electrons show a similar behavior. The electron density in the
figure is given in arbitrary units to allow a qualitative comparison between the different electromagnetic conditions; note
that the color map uses a different range in the two plots.
Details are given in [27].
At tS = 0 (left panel), the electron density is nearly
constant over the entire flux tube. An increased density is
observed at the entrance and exit regions of the spectrometer, where electrons are confined to a smaller volume.
When the magnetic field is reduced at tS > 0 (right panel),
the flux tube widens and the outer parts of the flux tube
volume touch the vessel walls. Electrons that were stored
in the outer flux tube under nominal conditions are now
removed. After the magnetic field is inverted, its magnitude

4.4 Pulse timing
The simulations also allow an examination of the timing
of the magnetic field inversion. In the commissioning measurements at the main spectrometer, a pulsed electron beam
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Table 4 Pulse timing for different detector pixels. The table shows the
measured and simulated beam disappearance times at the detector, tdis
and tdis,sim , and the calculated difference Δtdis = tdis − tdis,sim . The
individual detector pixels correspond to different radial positions rana
in the analyzing plane of the spectrometer
Pixel #

tdis,sim (ms)

tdis (ms)

Δtdis (ms)

rana (m)

2

153 ± 1

409 ± 1

256 ± 2

0.22

4

102 ± 1

–

–

1.06

28

67 ± 1

–

–

1.97

52

48 ± 1

308 ± 1

260 ± 2

2.56

75

41 ± 1

–

–

2.79

100

25 ± 1

251 ± 1

226 ± 2

3.45

124

18 ± 1

–

–

3.82

was used to observe the beam disappearance at the FPD
(Sect. 3.5), which corresponds to the time when the magnetic field lines connect to the vessel walls. With simulations
it is possible to determine the time when a field line, corresponding to a specific detector pixel, touches the vessel walls.
The simulated disappearance times for a typical magnetic
pulse were determined as follows. Field lines are tracked
from different detector pixels at starting times t0 = tS =
[0; 0.5] s with a step size of 1 ms; for each starting time the
magnetic field is scaled according to Eq. (12). For this simulation, Kassiopeia uses a magnetic trajectory where the
electron follows the magnetic field line without considering electric fields or induced drifts. This does not affect the
outcome of the simulation because (a) the electrons in the
measurement had a large surplus energy so that electrostatic
retardation does not play a significant role and (b) the overall
flight times are so short that drifts can be safely neglected.
The time when a field line connects to the vessel walls corresponds to the disappearance time tdis,sim with respect to the
start of the pulse cycle at tS = 0.
The results are compared to the measurements in Table 4.
As noted in Sect. 3.5, measurement data for comparison with
the simulation results are only available for three detector pixels. An average discrepancy of Δtdis = 247 ms for these pixels is observed. The discrepancy shows no clear dependency
on the detector pixel and indicates that the overall magnetic
field reduction is delayed in comparison with the simulation.
In the measurement, the start time of the magnetic pulse is
known precisely from the reference trigger signal, therefore
the delay must be explained by physical effects that slow
down the magnetic field change. One natural explanation is
eddy currents in the stainless steel hull of the spectrometer
vessel. In addition, the air coils behave as a coupled system
due to the small distance between adjacent air coils, which is
small compared with the coil radius [26]. Hence, the mutual
inductance plays a significant role that can further slow down
the magnetic field change. The observed delay is attributed
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to a combination of these effects. However, because the magnetic pulse is typically applied with durations of 500 ms or
more, this the delay does not affect its removal efficiency in
practice.

5 Conclusion
In this work we presented the theory, design, and comissioning of a novel background reduction technique at the
KATRIN experiment, the so-called magnetic pulse method.
Our implementation inverts the currents of the individual air
coils that surround the main spectrometer, which achieves a
reduction or inversion of the magnetic guiding field on short
timescales. Dedicated current-inverter units (“flip-boxes”)
were designed for this purpose, they handle air coil currents
up to their maximum design value of 175 A. In addition to
enabling the removal of stored electrons by a magnetic pulse,
the flip-box setup greatly enhances the flexibility of the existing air coil system. It enables measurements with special
magnetic field settings in which selected air coils are operated at inverted current, which allows a variety of dedicated
background measurements.
We discussed measurements at the KATRIN main spectrometer with a preliminary system that used a single flip-box
prototype, and with the fully implemented system that consists of 16 flip-boxes. Measurements were performed with
radioactive sources (83m Kr and 220 Rn) to artificially increase
the background from nuclear decays, and with nominal spectrometer background where radon decays in the spectrometer volume are efficiently suppressed. These measurements
clearly show that the magnetic pulse method can remove
stored electrons from the magnetic flux tube. At the nominal
magnetic field setting, the determined removal efficiency of a
single magnetic pulse is about 0.6 for low-energy secondary
electrons that originate from 220 Rn decays. The method is
therefore suitable to suppress spectrometer background that
is induced by nuclear decays of radioactive isotopes such
as radon. Our measurements at nominal background (with
all LN2 -baffles cold) showed no reduction of the observed
electron rate. This is attributed to the highly efficient suppression of background from stored electrons by the passive background reduction methods implemented at the main
spectrometer.
Like the magnetic pulse, the complementary active background reduction method that applies an electric dipole field
targets electrons that are stored in the spectrometer volume.
One would therefore not expect a large improvement in background reduction by combining both methods. However, the
inefficiency of both methods in removing the remaining background strongly implies that this background is not caused
by stored electrons. Instead, it is more likely that neutral
messenger particles that enter the magnetic flux tube create
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low-energy background electrons; this background cannot be
removed by the electric dipole or the magnetic pulse.
In addition to measurements, we examined the removal
processes in more detail by particle-tracking simulations with
the Kassiopeia software. We found that with the implementation of the magnetic pulse method described in this article, the removal efficiency is intrinsically limited due to the
complex electromagnetic conditions in the main spectrometer volume. The inversion of the magnetic guiding field,
which is accompanied by a considerable deformation of the
magnetic flux tube, creates new electron storage conditions
in the central spectrometer region. This prevents a complete
removal of stored electrons from the flux tube, and a fraction of stored electrons remains after a magnetic pulse cycle.
A possible improvement could be to adapt the design and
change how the magnetic field reduction is applied through
the air-coil system.
The magnetic pulse method provides an efficient technique to remove stored electrons from the main spectrometer flux tube, and is a viable enhancement of the existing
large-volume air coil system. The method targets stored electrons with a wide range of kinetic energies, including highenergy primary electrons from nuclear decays. Although
the active background removal techniques currently cannot
significantly reduce the observed spectrometer background,
they may contribute to a background reduction in future measurement phases where we expect a lower overall background
level. Furthermore, the active methods are not specifically
targeting background from radon decays and therefore provide a suitable technique to remove stored electrons that originate from other sources.
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